
Axis Syllabus Workshop Cycle     Basel 2023

31.3. - 2.4. 
MARIANNE LINDER & LIVIA KERN

Hanging out in the air

5. - 7.5. 
MARIA MORA

Precise ambiguity

16. - 18.6. 
ANTOINE RAGOT

Step lightly into the dance

15. – 18.9.
KIRA KIRSCH

Excitable tissues

13. - 15.10.
DIANA THIELEN
yes, we dance!

10. - 12.11.
FRANCESCA PEDULLÀ

Relational ecology

Location
TanzRaum, Warteck, Burgweg 15, 4058 Basel

Schedule
Friday 18.00 – 20.30 / Sa & Su (&Mo) 10.00 – 16.00 

Price
Regular Workshop  price in swiss francs 220 300

Early Bird – until one month before 200 280

Core group price – 5 or 6 of the workshops 180 260

Possible reduction for people not living in switzerland -20 -20

For registration and questions write to: 
axis.syllabus.basel@proton.me
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Hanging out in the air
.

Shoulder girdle, arms and torso – coordination and regulation of tone

Carrying around, cooking, dressing, steering, writing … - compared to our daily live, in dance we can find 
freedom and space to take care of our arms and let them be part of the whole: Thinking the body as a web of
tissues and bones - the shoulder girdle and the arms are inserted into this web as every other part, but still, 
they play their own roll.

In improvisation and in short movement phrases we will be playing with the connection between arms, 
shoulder girdle and torso: looping back the energy the arms gain for small adjustments or big jumps or using 
them for stable support on the floor, with a partner, or to balance in the air. The arms will reach out, fall and 
swing, embrace, dangle, communicate, decorate, pull and push away, spin us and shoot us in the air.

Which mutual alignment of our structures is necessary to distribute the well-known tension around the 
shoulder girdle to provide effective transmission of forces into the arms as well as back into the whole body?
With solo-dancing and also with partnering, contact improvisation and bodywork we explore, get feedback 
through touch and find a felt logic in full body movement. And thereby develop a feeling for the level of tone 
we need, discover the places to let go and find the benefit as well as the pleasure of alternating between 
tension and release.

MARIANNE LINDER
... is a dancer, dance teacher and a pedagogue for children. She studied dance at SOZO Vision in Motion in 
Kassel and has worked as a performer in various projects. Improvisation as a state of awareness for time, 
space and oneself has been her main interest. Since 2015 she studies Axis Syllabus and teaches since 2019 as
a teacher candidate. Biomechanical logic, clarifying coordination, widening the ability to sense, and dynamic 
and acrobatic training are things she enjoys and likes to transmit. 

LIVIA KERN
... is a freelance dancer, dance therapist and organiser of the Axis Syllabus Workshop Cycle in Basel. She has 
been teaching dance classes regularly since 2017, working with various groups. In her own project she is 
researching in between political activism and performance, between art and healing. Since 2018 she initiates 
Feminist Performances in the Public Space, she created the ongoing dance project Public Groove in 2020, 
together with Benjamin Lindh. Various aspects of the Axis Syllabus network attracted her to study it and since
2021 she is a teacher candidate of the Axis Syllabus.



Precise ambiguity
Axis Syllabus into Contact Improvisation (CI)

CI is an improvised dance practice that consists of physical dialogues between people, with priority given to 
physical contact and the play with the laws of physics. A general principle in CI practice is the search for 
minimal or necessary effort. The improvisation gives us the possibility to relay and grow trough the listening 
of what is happening in the moment. 

Fascia is the substance that connects every part of our bodies to every other part, an integrated mega-system
that provides continuity and proposes collaborative relationships. To search in this context we will observe 
the different kinds and roles of the body's connective tissue. It interacts as an information transmitter, 
sensory instrument, provider of suspension, elasticity, support and force distribution. 
In this class we will explore around the architectural notion of tensegrity, the elastic potential of the fascia. 
And also we will use all this information as a poetic support to relay with space and the improvisation dance.

MARIA MORA
She is a certified teacher of the Axis Syllabus, dancer and improviser. She studied Axis Syllabus in Brussels
from 2008 to 2012 and contemporary dance in Hybrid Studio and Jette Studio. Maria works in different
companies and has created different shows in solo and  in  collaboration with other artists (Free’t Collective,
Duo Arima, MOOM). Currently, she studies the sounds of human motion in walking, Contact Improvisation
and movement improvisation,  searching for techniques to a deeper listening of the body.  She has been
teaching Axis Syllabus in CI in different countries (Spain, Belgium, France, Hungary, Greece, Germany, Txile,
Italy, Txec Republic) She is also a Biodynamics Craniosacral Therapist.



Step lightly into the dance

Walking is a fundational and yet complex movement pattern that is integral to our daily lives.

The in-depth study of this (in)consistent oscillatory movement unravels a wealth of essential coordinations 
potentializing and enhancing the dormant possibilities of our dancing body. 

Welcome to a week-end of dancing together, peppered with somatic explorations, hands-on partner, 
improvisation and guided exercises to enhance the quality, possibilities and awareness of movement. 

ANTOINE RAGOT 
Antoine was born in Poitiers, France and is now based in Berlin. Being an athlete throughout his first 20 years
of life, his interest in the body manifested in two years of medical school which led to the university of sport
sciences of which he graduated with a Bachelor degree specializing in education and motor skills. He then
became  involved  in  dance  and  different  contact  improvisation  communities  throughout  France  which
brought him closer to unify his interests for the body, movement and performance. Today Antoine brings
many years of teaching contact improvisation, sports and early motor development to his fastidious bent for
research and sharing of the Axis Syllabus. Antoine is known for his enthusiasm and infecting others with the
movement-researchgeek-syndrome.  Currently,  his  research  is  oriented  towards  paleoanthropology  and
functional morphology as well as the refinement and development of athletic skills via a friction between the
Axis Syllabus research and problem-solving situations. 



Excitable Tissues
Doing theory requires being open to the world’s aliveness, allowing oneself to be lured by curiosity, surprise, and wonder. Theories are not mere 
metaphysical pronouncements on the world from some presumed position of exteriority. Theories are living and breathing reconfigurings of the world. 
- Karen Barad

How do our movement investigations, training and propositions of contemporary anatomical science inform 
and literally excite our tissues? What range of stimuli, rhythm or dynamic arcs enable the bodymind to be 
available, adaptable, resilient and curious?  This dance practice is about going into the different tissue 
materialities of the body and their connection to the nervous system. We might also ask the question from 
where do we know and how do we animate and dance theories into being. Or the other way around: How is 
dancing a form of theorizing.

Axis Syllabus is a constantly evolving reference system, or lexicon for the organization and cross-correlation of
empirical and scientific findings from the study of human movement. This includes anatomical details, 
physics, practical applications, research, analysis and transmission. Movement principles and concepts are 
made palpable through images, video, models, hands-on, partnering, improvisation and looped movement 
patterns that lead into more complex phrases always moving through space. An Axis Syllabus class aims to 
create a collaborative learning environment and effective space for personal research.

graphic source: Workshop Ljubljana 2023 l photo credits: Nina Pernat 

KIRA KIRSCH
Kira Kirsch is a dance artist, dance educator, dance researcher and community builder. Based in Berlin since 
2015 she has been collaborating in building a furthering educational program for dance & movement profes-
sionals at Lake Studios under the name of “Movement Artisans”, created an annual festival called “Sensing 
In” and hosted several dance research residencies and symposiums at Lake Studios and Tanzfabrik developing
and collecting collaborative research methodologies for dancers at the intersection of art, science and trans-
mission. She has been a regular guest teacher at the HZT Bachelor program and teaches internationally. In 
her pedagogical work she celebrates learning through movement and dancing together. Her artistic work is 
deeply influenced by her 7 years in San Francisco dancing with Sara Shelton Mann, Avi K.productions or Nita 
Little & the Divisadero Research Company among many others. Recent projects include dance films, music vi-
deos, risky improvisations, touch residencies and site specific works. Kira is a also a passionate contact impro-
visor which constitutes much of her experiential research practice. www.movementartisans.net



yes, we dance!
Axis Syllabus and Solo-Improvisation

This Workshop ponders around Solo-Improvisation and Axis Syllabus (AS) and puts diverse contemporary 
dance and somatic practices into context. AS-specific concepts will be explored through somatic and dance 
related exercises. Through this combination the external information of the natural sciences may interweave 
with personal, somatic experiences.In this way we may gain knowledge, self-awareness and agency to make 
choices, to organize and to realize our full movement potential. 
However, through the technicalized language that are often used in AS classes, the impression of the "right or
wrong" body can arise. There will be time for questions that often do not find a place in training: Is there a 
"neutral" language? In what tradition did various somatic training concepts originate? Is the idea of a 
"natural" body reproduced and if so, why does that matter? So what are we going to do? 
We will place this very specific and precise research in a cultural context and additionally combine it with 
tools from solo (choreographic-) improvisation*.The basic idea is: the more critical tools we have at hand, the 
more comprehensive our artistic, dance and performative choices can be. 
*The term Choreographic Improvisation is originated and therefore borrowed and influenced by the work of Australian dance artist Rosalind Crisp.

DIANA THIELEN
As a dance artist I'm following the desire to explore the bodymind and to stimulate transdisciplinary projects 
and networks. I want to fathom, pass on and productively mix up what I experience and observe in everyday 
life.For this I have different tools from dance, performance and (queer-)feminist theory at my disposal: My 
training in contemporary dance at SEAD Salzburg, the intensive study of the Axis Syllabus in order to build a 
solid understanding of anatomical and biomechanical details and to create a strong teaching practice. I have 
taught (inter-)nationally at various Institutions and Festvials.Finally, I have complemented my dance somatic 
knowledge around the body with critical social science perspectives through my studies in Gender Studies 
and Education. I find the combination of these different perspectives on the body - as a physical entity on the
one hand, as discursively constructed on the other - immensely productive. I am passionate about working 
with the clash of the two concepts, with the confusion and verque(e)rung. I have developed my insights and 
methods around Gender in dance into a transdisciplinary teaching method.
www.dianathielen.com // www.movementactivism.com



Relational ecology

Can we move and share space & time with others without losing the sense of ourselves?

Where are we exactly in the space/time continuum? When are we acting and when are we reacting?

Moving is a constant negotiation between subtle, impalpable inner perceptions and our sense of the 
surrounding environment.

Dancing and finding pleasure in it is the supreme art of playing and juggling with all internal and external 
imputs we receive.

During the workshop, we will keep bridging interoception and proprioception with theoretical information 
and pratical experience to create a fluid dialogue and a pleasurable way to share the moment in motion.

FRANCESCA PEDULLÀ
Axis Syllabus teacher, dancer, choreographer and independent curator. She graduated in History of Theatre 
and Performing Arts.  She holds a diploma as a professor of African Dance Expression - FEIDA Bordeaux, 
directed by Koffi Koko, she is professor of D.A.A.D ( african dance & diaspora) . Fascinated by human 
relationships and interested in successful, unsuccessful and unfinished dialogues she makes the body the 
subject and the object of her inquiry. She lives between Berlin, South Italy and Ouidah, but she is always in 
movement choreographing, performing and teaching throughout Europe, Israel, the USA, Canada, Brazil . She
is the artistic director of TRACES, study program for dancers based in Ouidah – Benin and co-curator of the 
European Nomadic College and the Sensing In Festival in Berlin




